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The benefits
The implementation of the solution results in enormous savings,

companies can ensure the compliances of the invoice approvals,

because the faster an invoice is released and paid, the better

due to the implementation of the four-eyes principle at different

it is for companies. In particular, they benefit from attractive

stages.” says Rudbeck with satisfaction. Often, an invoice must

discounts and rebates from their suppliers, thus saving part

be approved by several persons, e.g. to prevent fraudulent

of the invoice amount. Another huge benefit is the real-time

activities. In summary, GBS’ Workflow Manager significantly

monitoring: The solutions also help to monitor the status of the

speeds up all invoice processes and ensures complete

invoices and it is easy to find an invoice if there is a need for

transparency, traceability and the creation of a stringent set of

it. “The software-based solution for process optimization saves

compliance rules.

time in the financial department. The greatest impact is that the

The future
And that’s not the end, because BPA Solutions A/S is equipped

with functionalities from the GBS Workflow Manager. This will

for the future, thanks to the interface to Microsoft SharePoint

enable employees to work more efficiently thanks to additional

and Microsoft Office 365 provided by GBS Workflow Manager.

digital workforce, eliminating most of the manual data-driven

More and more companies in Denmark are switching to

processes. Instead of this, software automatically takes over the

Microsoft Office and are using Microsoft SharePoint in either the

tasks that employees would otherwise have to perform. A great

online or the on-premise version. BPA Solutions A/S also plans

benefit is that the GBS Workflow Manager enables to handle the

to extend its new robotic process automation solution (RPA)

user-driven tasks and the robotics-centric tasks in one solution.
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